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Let R be a ring of characteristic not two, satisfying the following three 
identities, which are consequences of the right alternative identity: (x, x, x) = 0, 
(wx, Y, 4 -f (w, x, (Y, 4) = 42, Y, 4 + (w, Y, .4x, and (Y, Y, .+ = 0, for 
some positive integer k = k(x, y). A simple ring in this class which is not 
associative is alternative if and only if R has an idempotent e such that there 
are no nilpotent elements in R,(e) and Ro(e), the zero and one subspaces of the 
Albert decomposition. This generalizes the comparable result for right 
alternative rings by Humm-Kleinfeld. 
Let 2? be a ring. For elements x, y, z in R we define the associator 
(x, y, x) = (xy)x - x(yx), and the commutator (x, y) = xy - yx. Right 
alternative rings are rings which satisfy the identity (x, y, y) = 0. It is well 
known that right alternative rings of characteristic not two satisfy the 
identities [3] 
(9 lx, x,x> = 0, 
(ii) (wx, y, 4 + (w, x, (y, 4) = w(x, y, 4 + (w, y, 4%. 
Recently Micheev has shown [5] that (y, y, x)” = 0. Here we shall assume 
(iii) (y, y, x) is nilpotent, for all x, y in R. 
Unless otherwise noted we shall assume that all rings R in this paper 
have characteristic different from two and satisfy the identities (i)-(iii). 
However, some of the early results can be obtained without the use of 
identity (iii). 
LEMMA 1. If R satis$es (i) and (ii) then R is power-associative. 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
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Proofl Because of (ii) we have 
(x2, x, x) + (x, x, (4 x)) = x(x, x, x) + (x, x, x)x, 
SO that (~8~ X, X) = 0. In every ring we have the identity 
called the Teichmtiller identity. Thus, (x2, x, X) - (x, x2, X) + (x, X, 2) =- 
X(X, X, x) + (x, X, x)x = 0, because of(i), so that -(x, x2, X) + (xi x, 9) = OV 
On the other hand, a linearization of (i) implies 
(x2, x, x) + (x, x2, x) + (x, x, x”) = 0, 
so that (x, 9, X) + (x, x, x2) = 0. Using characteristic not two we get 
(x, 2, X) = 0 = (x, x, x2), so that fourth-power associativity is proven. We 
continue with a proof by induction, assuming that (xa, xb, xc) = 0, whenever 
hi + b t c is less than or equal to Y + s and prove it for a + b + c = 
Y + s + 1. In case a is an integer greater than one, (ii) implies that 
(xa-G, xb, xc) + (xa-l, x, (xb, xc)) = kP-l(~, xb, xc) $- (x0-l, xb, xc)x, so that 
by using the induction hypothesis we see that (P, xb, xc) = 0. Thus, we need 
only establish (x, Y, x”) = 0, to complete the induction. A linearization 
of (i) leads to (~~+~-l, X, x) + (x, x7+$-l, x) + (x7 X, ~~~-l) = 0, so that 
(x, Xf+l> x) + (x, x, x+--l) = 0. On the other hand, Teichmuller leads to 
IX2 \ ) XT+s-2, x)-(x5 xv+s--l, x) + (x, x, x-1) = x(x, x+-2, x) + (x, x, x-2)x, 
so that using our previous observation and induction hypothesis we wind 
up with -(x, zP~I, x) + (x, X, x7+*--I) = 0. But then characteristic not 
two implies (x, ,+-l, 3) = 0 = (x, X, xT++r). But then Teichmiiller leads to 
(x2, XT--l, x’) - (x, XT, X”) + (x, x, x--l) = x(x, XT-l, XS) + (x, x, x’-yxs, so 
that -(x, xT, x8) = 0. This completes the induction and thereby the proof 
of the lemma. 
Rings which are power-associative satisfy the Albert decomposition [lj 
R = RI(e) @ R+(e) @ R,(e) relative to every idempotent e in 
result is stated in terms of the Albert decomposition. 
MAIN THEOREM. A simple kg R of characteristic not two which is 320~ 
associative but satisjies (i)-( iii ) is alternative if and only if R has an idervlpotent e 
such that there are no nilpotent elements in R,(e) and R,(e) other than zew. 
This result is a generakation of a theorem by Margaret Humm-Kleinfe!d 
h2jr going from right alternative rings to rings that satisfy the identities 
(i)-(iii). A proof of the main result will take up a major portion of the paper. 
Bn order to give a proof we must first estabhsh the existence of a Peirce 
decomposition, which requires (e, e, pi) = 0 = (e, R, e) = (Ha, e, e), far 
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some idempotent e. Even (R, e, e) = 0, does not follow from the identities 
as it does for right alternative rings, but we have the following result to 
help us out. 
THEOREM 1. If R satisfies (i) and ( ii an zs semiprime then (R, e, e) = 0, ) d . 
for every idempotent e in R. 
Proof. Applications of (ii) lead to (xe, e, e) = (x, e, e)e, as well as to 
(ex, e, e) = e(x, e, e). Also Teichmiiller implies (e, e, ex) = e(e, e, x). But then 
using a linearization of (i) we get (e, ex, e) = -(e, e, ex) - (ex, e, e) = 
-e(e, e, x) - e(x, e, e) = e(e, x, e). Thus, 
(e, ex, e) = e(e, x, e). (1) 
Now Teichmiiller implies 
(e, x, 4 - (e, ex, 4 + (e, e, x4 = e(e, x, 4 + (e, e, x)e 
= (e, x, 4 - e(e, x, 4 + (e, e, 4, 
using (1). Thus (e, e, xe) = 2e(e, x, e) - (e, x, e) + (e, e, x)e. But Teichmiiller 
implies (ex, e, e) - (e, xe, e) + (e, x, e) = e(x, e, e) + (e, x, e)e. However, we 
proved (ex, e, e) = e(x, e, e), so that (e, xe, e) = (e, x, e) - (e, x, e)e. We 
have seen that (xe, e, e) = (x, e, e)e. By a linearization of (i) we obtain 
0 = (xe, e, e) + (e, xe, e) + (e, e, xe) 
= (x, e, e>e + (e, x, 4 - (e, x, + + (6 e, 4 
= (x, e, + + (6 x7 4 - (e, x, e>e + We, x, 4 - (e, x, 4 + (e, e, x)e 
= (x, e, e)e + (e, e, x)e - (e, x, e)e + 2e(e, x, e) 
= -2(e, x, e)e + 2e(e, x, e) = 2(e, (e, x, e)), 
utilizing (x, e, e) + (e, x, e) + (e, e, x) = 0, a linearization of (i). Using 
characteristic different from two we see that 
(6 (e, x, e)> = 0. 
Using (ii) and (2) we see that 
(2) 
(e, x, 4 + (e, e, (x, 4) = e(e, 3, e) + (e, x, e>e = We, x, e) 
= (e, x, 4 + (e, e, 4 - e(e, e, 4, 
since (e, e, ex) = e(e, e, x). We have already established that (e, e, xe) = 
2e(e, x, e) - (e, x, e) + (e, e, x)e. Substituting in the preceding we see that 
(e, e, x)e - e(e, e, x) = 0, so that 
(e, (e, e, xl> = 0. (3) 
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Then (Z), (3) and ( e, e, x) + (e, x, e) + (x, e, e) = 0, imply 
(e, (x, e, 4) = 0. 
Two applications of (ii) lead to 
(e, x7 e) + (e, e, (x, 4) = e(e, x, e) + (e, x, e)e = %e, x, ejc 
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using (2), and (e, e, x) + (e, e, (e, x)) = e(e, e, x) + (e, e, x)e = 2(e, e, x)e, 
using (3). Adding and using linearizations of (i) leads to (e, x, e) + (e, e, x) = 
-(r, e, e) = 2(e, x, e)e + 2(e, e, x)e = -2(x, e, e)e, ‘Thus 
(x, e, e) = 2(x, e, e)e = (x1 e, e)e + e(x, e, e), 
using (4). We have shown 
(x, e, e) = 2(x, e, e)e = (x, e, e)e + e(x, e, e). i5J 
Because of (4) and (5) we have shown that (x, e, e) is an element of a(e) 
and that it commutes with e. From the definition of rhe commutator and the 
associator we may verify the semi-Jacobi identity (e2, x) - e(e, x) - (e, x)e = 
(e, e, x) - (e: x, e) + (x, e, e) = --2(e, x, e), making use of a linearization 
of (i). If (e, x) = ce + c+ + c1 , then clearly --2(e, x, e) is an element of 
W, + I?, , so that 
(e, x, e) is an element of R, $ R, e (~1 
It follows from (ii) that (e, x, y) f (e, e, (x, Y)) = e(e, x, Y) + (6 x, y)e, so 
that if (e, x, y) = b, + b+ + b, , then (e, e, (x, y)) = b, - b, , implying 
(e, e, (x, y)) is an element of .Rp, $- W, . (7) 
combining (e, e, (x, Y)) + (e, (x, Y), 4 + ((x, y), e, e) = 0, with (6) and (7) 
we conclude that ((x, y), e, e) belongs to R, + R, . On the other hand, (5) 
implies that ((x, y), e, e) belongs to R, . Since the Albert decomposition is 
direct we get 
((x, Y), e, 4 = Q. (8) 
If x+ ) y+ are arbitrary elements of R; then it is well known [I] that. 
x+y+ i yix+ belongs to R, + RI , so that (x,y+ -j- y+x+ , e, e) = 
Sining this with (8) and using characteristic not two we have 
(qyg , e, e) = 0. (91 
Let us assume (xi , e) = 0 = (y+ , e). Then (x+ , e, e) = (x+e)e - xse. But 
x-f = exg + x:e = 2x+e, so that 2(x+ , e, e) = qe - 2x+e = --x+e, and, 
hence, 4(x+, e, e) = -2x+e = -x+ . But then using (ii) and (9) we have 
0 = 4(x;y+, e, e) = 4&y+, e, e) + 4(x+, e, e)y+ 
zzz -x*y+ - x*y* = -2x*y* f 
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implying x+yi = 0. We have shown 
If (x+ , e) = 0 = (y+ , e), then x+y: = 0. (10) 
We note that because of (5) every element of T = (R, e, e) satisfies the 
hypothesis of (lo), so that 
T2 = 0. (11) 
Suppose t is any element of T and y+ any element of R+ . Then t = 
(x+ , e, e), for some element xi in R; . Because of (5) we know that t is an 
element of R; which commutes with e. Consequently, 4(& e, e) = -t. 
Moreover, y;t = -4y+(t, e, e) = -4(y+t, e, e) + 4(y+, e, e)t, using (ii). 
But 4(ya, e, e)t belongs to TZ, which is zero as a result of (11). Besides 
(9) implies that (y+t, e, e) = 0. Thus, ygt = 0. Similarly 
tYa = -44 e, e>y+ = -4(ty*, e, e) + 4t(y+, e, e) = 0. 
We have shown 
For t in T and y+ in R; ty* = 0 = yg. (12) 
We are now ready to establish that T is an ideal of R. For if t = (x; , e, e) 
and x, is any element of R, , then 
tzl = (x+ , e, e)xl = (xpl , e, e) - x+(x1 , e, e) = (x;zl , e, e), 
using (ii). Therefore, tzL is an element of T. Also qt = zr(x+ , e, e) = 
(x1x+ , e, e) - (zr , e, e)x; = (zrx+ , e, e), which is an element of T. Similarly 
if we take an arbitrary element z,, in R. , then tx, = (x; , e, e)x, = 
(X+,x s , e, e) - x+(z,, e, e) = (x+x,, e, e), which belongs to T. Also z,t = 
Zo(x+ , e, e) = (x0x+ , e, e) - (2 ,, , e, e)x$ = (zax+ , e, e), which belongs to T. 
All this when combined with (12) implies 
T is an ideal of R. (13) 
Since we are assuming that R is semiprime, then (11) and (13) combined 
imply T = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. We observe that 
Smith [6] was able to prove the same result earlier under stronger assumptions. 
From this point onward we shall assume that R has no proper nil ideals, 
characteristic + 2, and satisfies (i)-(iii), and that e is an idempotent in R 
such that RI = RI(e) and R. = R,,(e) have no nilpotent elements other 
than zero. The first result is Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. hz R we have (e, e, R) = (e, R, e) = (R, e, e) = 0. 
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Proof. From the semi-Jacobi identity, which one may verify directly, 
it follows that (e, y) - e(e, y) - (e, y)e = (e, e, y) -- (e, y, e) + (yl e, e) = 
-2(e, y, e), using a linearization of (i). If one lets (e, y) = ca + q + c1 I 
then it follows that -2(e, y, e) is in R, + R, , so that (e, y, e) must also be. 
Also Theorem I implies that (y, e, e) = 0, so that use of a linearization 
of (i) leads to (e, e, y) = a, + a, . Since (iii) implies (e, e, y)” = 
a,“, using the fact that R,R, = 0 = R, o Cl]. Since aok is an element 
while ark is an element of R, , we may use the directness of the Albert 
position to conclude that agk = 0 = alk9 Since we are assuming 
that there are no nilpotent elements in R, and in R, , other than zero this 
means that a, = 0 = a, . Thus (e, e, y) = 0. This together with Theorem 1 
and a linearization of (i) leads to (e, y, e) = 0, thus, proving the theorem. 
It is wei! known that any ring satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2 
has a so called Peirce decomposition, which is to say a 
-&I G-3 %I 0 %I 0 %l 7 where xij belongs to I& , i, j = 
exij = zxij , and xije = jxij . What matters a great deal in determining the 
structure of R is the so called multiplication table of the Pe 
which is to say what conclusions can be drawn about 
This has been investigated in turn for assoc e, alternative and right 
alternative rmgs [2]. Since we aim to prove that is alternative, it will help 
to establish as much as one can how nearly alter ive the table of the keirce 
decomposition is. 
Consider an arbitrary element x+ in R+(e) = r0 + R,, , and y, in 
Rl(e) = R,, . By use of (ii), 
6% ,Yr ) 4 = (ex+  w, y1 , 4 = -(e, X+ , (yl , e)) - (x+ , e, (yr y e)) 
+ 4x4 , Y1 , 4 + (x+ ,y1 7 e)e i x+(6 y1 7 e) f (e, yl , e)x; 
= 4x+ ,YI 9 e) + (Xf , y1 , e)e, 
so tbat (x; , yr , e) is an element of 42,. Let (xt , yr , e) = +. Similarly 
(xi, E, yl) = (ex; + qe, e, yl) = -(e, xi , (e, Yd) - Ix+ i ep (6 YI>) 
+ e(x+ , e, yl) +- (~4 , e, y& + xt(e, e7 rd t (5 ej Y&3 
= e(x: , e, yl) + (Xt s e, y&, 
so that (x+ , e, yr) is an element of R, . Let (xt 9 e, yr) = TQ . From the 
Teichmtiller identity we get (x+yl , e, e) - (x+ ) y1 , e) + (x4 , y1 , e) = 
x&y1 ) e, e) + (x+ , yr , e)e. Using Theorem 1, this leads to (x2 , yr ) e)e = 0, 
so that us e = 0. However, 
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using (ii), which implies 
(x+e,yl , e) = u*e = 0. (14) 
But then Teichmtiller implies (x+e, e, yI) - (x+ , e, yr) + (x+ , e, eyr) = 
&5 e, Yd + (3 , e, eh , so that using cancellation and Theorem 1 we are 
led to (x+e, e, yr) = 0. But (ii) implies (xte, e, yJ + (xi. , e, (e, yJ) = 
x:(e, e, rd + (x: , e, yde. Thus, 
(x+e, e, yl) = vge = 0. (15) 
Again by use of Teichmiiller, (xte, y1 , e) - (x+ , yr , e) + (x4 , e, yr) = 
x&e, y1 , 4 + (q , e, de. Then (14) and (15) imply that -u+ + ZJ+ = 0, 
so that 
U+ = VA. z (16) 
From (ii) we have (e, y1 , q> + (e, e, (yl , q)) = e(e, y1 , ~4) + (e, y1 , x&e. 
The use of Theorem 2 leads to (e, yr , ~4) = ta , an element of R, . Similarly 
(6 x: , YJ + (e, e, (q ,yl)) = 46 xt , yl) + (6 ~3 , y&, 
SO that (e, xp , yr) = S+ , an element of R; . Two applications of (ii) lead 
to he, x+, 4 + (yl , e, (q , 4) = yde, xg, e> + (yl , xt , e)e, and 
he, e, 4 + (yl , e, (e, 4) = Me, e, xi) + (yl , e, q)e. 
Adding the two equations, using Theorem 2 and cancellation leads to 
(YI , X+, e) + (yr , e, X+) = [(yr , xi, e) + (yl , e, x+)]e. Similarly 
(95 j x3 ,e> + (e, YI , (xt ,4> = 4.35 , xt , e) + (6 x+ , 4.35 , 
and (a , e, 4 + (e, yl , (e, q)) = 4yl , e, x:) + (e, e, x+)yl , lead to 
(Yl p xt ) 4 + (35 y f4 xd = 4yl, xt , 4 + (yl, e, x+)1. 
Thus, 
(yr , xp , e) f (yr , e, x;) = y1 is an element of RI . (17) 
A double linearization of (i) leads to 
(X~~~~Y~)+(~;,y~,~)+(~,~t,~~)+(~,y~,~~)+(y~,~~,~) 
+ (yl, e, x+) = 0 = v+ + U+ + sB + t+ + yl. 
Because of the directness of the Peirce decomposition we observe at once that 
rl = 01 , x3, e) + (3, e, x4) = 0, (18) 
and 
v* + al* + St + tg = 0. (19) 
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Expansion of (18) h s ows that (yrx+ - ya(xte) + yrx; - yr(exJ = 0 = 
(ylx+)e, since x: = ex; + x+e. Thus, 
(ylx+)e = 0. (20) 
Let yIxt = a, + a+ + a,. Then (20) implies a+e = -or. Now tt = 
(e, y19 x;i) =ylxi - e(y,x+) = a, + at + LEE - eq - a, = a, + at - eai = 
a, + age = tzo - al . By the directness of the Albert decomposition it 
follows that a, = a, = t+ = 0, so that ate = 8, implying eat = at. hUS, 
(e, YI 3 X+) = tg = 0 = a, = u1 , and yIx* belongs to RI, . (21) 
Let x+yl = b, + b+ + b, . Then (16) implies tip = (x+ ,yl ) e) = a,$ = 
(x+ , e, yl) = b;e i- b, - b, - b+ - b, = -b, - eb+ = (xte)y, - xtya == 
Ewh - b. - b+ - 4 , so that (x+e)y, = b+ + E, - eb, = b,e + b, ~ Bpl: 
then s+ = (e, x+ , yl) = (ex;)y, - e(x+y,) = x+yl - fx%e)yl - e(x+y,) = 
b o + b, + b, - bg - b, - eb+ - b, = 6, - b, . Since the Albert decom- 
position is direct this implies 
(e, x+ ,y,) = S+ = 6, = b, = 0. 1-v 
But new (ls)), (21), (22), and (16) lead to 2~9 = 2a+ = 0, so that 
(x+ ) y1 , e) = ut = w+ = (x; , e7 yl) = 0. cw 
Also (22) implies x+yr = b; , while (23) implies 8 = U+ = 4, - eb, = 
--eb+ . Therefore, b,e = b+ , and so 
x+yl is an element of 
Combining (23) with (20) we have 
0 = (ylx~, e, 4 = KyI+43 - jyIq).3 = -hqh y 
so that 
(R,R,)R, = 0. (25) 
Select an arbitrary element xl0 in R,, . Then a linearization of (i) implies 
0 = (5 xlo, x3 + (xlo, e, xlo) + (xl0 , xl0 , e) = 4o - e(x,o)2 - 4, + (xao12e, 
which implies that xfo = aoo + a,, . But (ii) implies 
( e, xl0 , xlo> + (e, e, (xl0 , xlo)) = 46 xl0 I xloi + (e, xl0 p x,,>e, 
so that (e, xl0 , xlo) must be an element of RI, f R,, s On the other handy 
( e, xl0 , xlo) = xto - e(x,o)2 = a,, + a,, - aI, = “oo . Since the Peirce de- 
composition is direct, a,, = 0, so that & = all . At this point (25) and 
481/27/?-12 
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Lemma 1 may be used to obtain x&, = (a,,x&z,, = 0. But then 0 = 
x&, = a& . Using the hypothesis that I?,, has no nilpotent elements other 
than zero, it follows that ur,, = 0, so that x$, = 0. A similar argument 
works for xOr . Thus, 
xfo = 0 = x& , and xloylo + ~loxlo = 0 = xol~ol + ~olxol- (26) 
From (21) we may conclude that 
&lRlO c ho 9 and RllROl c RlO * (27) 
From (23) it follows that 
Also (24) implies 
By reversing subscripts, which is to say interchanging O’s and l’s in the 
proofs, we obtain the analogs of (27)-(29): 
%O%I C Ro, 9 Roo%o C Ro, 2 RolRoo = 0, and R1,Roo C RIO . (30) 
It follows from (ii) that 
( ex11 ) Yll 9 4 + (e, *II , bh ,e)> = 4x1, , yll , e> + (e, yll , e)x,, , 
so that (xX1 , yrr , e) = e(x,, , yn , e). Similarly 
(xlley 351 p4 + (xl1 ,e, (yll , 4) = de, yll , 4 + (xl1 ,yll , +, 
so that (xl1 , yll , e) = (xl1 , yll , e)e. Thus, (xl1 , yll , e) belongs to RI, . But 
the Teichmiiller identity implies 
so that the use of Theorem 1 and cancellation has the consequence that 
(xl1 , yI1 , e)e = 0. This means that (xX1 , yn , e) = 0, and thereby xllyll 
must be an element of Ro, + RI, . We have shown 
R&n C $1 + Rol . 
Similarly one can prove the analog 
RooRoo C Roe + RI, . 
(31) 
(32) 
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Let xm~on = do, + do, + 4, + 4, . Then (e, ~10 >~01) = doe + la,, > 
while (xl0 ) yol , e) = --do0 - d,, . Use of (ii) leads TV 
( eXgO 7Yol s 4 i- (5 xl0 , (yol , 4 = 4xlo , yol ,4 + lie, yQl , 4s , 
or 
ho TYOl I4 + (e2 x10 YYOl ) = e(dc,, , ym ) 4 = - 4, = --do0 - ho + do -I- do1 s 
This implies do, = 0. Since (ii) also implies 
( 5 xlQ j yol> = de, xl0 , yol) + (e, xl0 , yolk = do0 + do1 = 4, - 
we also have d,, = 0, which implies (e, xl0 ) y,& = 
joo + fop + flo + ill . Then (e, yol , xlo) = -fl,, -j& . Since (ii) implies 
be, yol f xl01 = e(e, Yol T xloj + (5 yol 3 xlo)e = -ho - Jll = -ho - %L , x&e 
obtainf,, = 0. Again use of (ii) yields 
Thus, jIo = 0, and, hence, (e, yol , xlo) = 0. Moreover, (yol , xl0 , e) = 
joI + fIa = jobl . By expansion we see that (yol , e, :x&I = 0 = (xl0 , e, y,,). 
A double linearization of (i) shows that 
Since the Peirce decomposition is direct, this leads to C& = 0 = ;& . 
Combining all the previous information leads to qayol = d,, B and 
YOl%l =foJoo ' T'nus, 
RlOROl c Rll 3 arid 
Using (ii) once more we have 
(xloe, x0 p 4 + ho , e, (ylo , 4) = xlofe? x0 I 4 + ho 7pr,o se>e 
= --(x10 3 % YlO) = XroY10 
= K~loyloMe = (~lo~so)~~ 
This implies that xloylo is an element of R,, + RI1 9 so t 
%0&o c ROl + % * c34> 
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The analog of (34) states that 
ROlROl c RIO + Roe . (35) 
We know already from the basic facts about the Albert decomposition that 
R,R, = 0 = R,R, . Hence, 
R,,R,, = 0 = R,,Rl, . (36) 
At this point we have a complete table for the Peirce decomposition, 
which we summarize as follows. 
LEMMA 2. The following table of subspaces holds in R. 
RI, RIO &I &JO 
RI1 &I + &I RIO %I 0 
RN3 0 Rn + Roi 4, RIO 
81 ROI &I Roe + RI, 0 
&Cl 0 %I Ro, 
The table is to be read as containment rather than equality. Moreover, x&, = 
0 = xi, , andx$ER,l, x&ER~,,. 
Proof. See (26)-(36) and some facts about the Albert decomposition. 
We note that in any right alternative ring one gets the same table [4]. 
This table differs in six places from the comparable table when the ring 
is known to be alternative. 
LEMMA 3. If a,,bl, = 0, then b,,a,, = 0, and conversely if clod,, = 0, 
then d,,,cl, = 0. 
Proof. By expansion (aol, b,, , b,,) = 0, using the information in 
Lemma 2. For the same reason (b,, , b,, , aol) = -b,,(b,,a,,) E R1,,R,, = 0. 
But then a linearization of (i) leads to 
Go1 , ho , hoI + @lo , ho y aol) + (ho , sol , ho) = 0, 
so that (b,, , a,r , b,,) = 0. Again Lemma 2 and expansion lead to 
(a,, , a01 , ho) = 0. 
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n the other hand, (a,,r , b,, , a,,) = -a,,(b,,a,,) E 
(ho 7 a01 y uol) = (b~o~ol)aol E %Rol C Rio . As a result of Linearizing (i) 
(sol , aOE 7 b,o) + (a01 , ho T aol) + (ho y sol , uol) = 0. Since the Peirce de- 
composition is direct, one sees that (b,, , a,, , a&) = 0 = (a,, , b,, 
For the sake of simplicity let us write b,, = b, and a,,r = a. We have s 
that (a, a, b) remains equal to zero under ali permutations. The sa 
also true of (6, b, a). Using the Teichmiiher identity and the hypathesis 
we obtain (ba, a, 6) - (b, a2, b) + (b, a, ab) = 0 = (ba, a, 6). But 
implies (ba, a, b) + (6, a, (a, 6)) = 0, so that -(b, a, ba) = 0. 
another application of the Teichmiiher identity shows that 
(ba, 6, a) - (b, ab, a) + (b, a, ba) = 0, 
so that (ba, b, a) = 0. Since we observed earlier that 0 = (b, a, b) = (ba)b, 
we have 0 = --(ba, 6, a) = (ba)(ba). However, ba = b,,aol E R,, . Since RI, 
has no nilpotent elements other than zero, it follows that ba = 0. This 
compietes the first half of the lemma. The second half follows from reversing 
subscripts in the proof and so the proof of the lemma is completed, 
EFINITION. Let S,, = (xol E R,, 1 xolR1, = 0, and xolR,, C R,), S,, = 
fylo 6 ho i ~~~~~~ = 0, and yloRi, C R,,), and S = Sn, + So, . 
kEMMA 4. S is a nil ideal of R, hence, zero. 
Proof. Lemma 2 impiies SolRoo = 0; w-hereas, by definition S,,R,, = 0. 
Then Lemma 3 implies R&5’,, = 0. Let so1 be any element in S,; ? xl1 in 
R 11 ) and yl,, in I?,, . Then (s~~x,~)~,, = (sol , xl1 r ylo) lies in I?,,, , while 
r;s4’-o 
, xI1) = Oi using the definition and Lemma 2. Kext we see that 
, Sol , 4 = -ylo(~olxll) lies in Ii!,, because of Lemma 2. Then 
( %Y: 9 So1 1 YlO) = ( xllsol)ylo lies in R,, + R,, , also as a result of Lemma 2. 
By definition and Lemma 2, (xi1 , ylo , sol) = 0. Finally (ylo , xl1 , soI) = 
-ylo(xllsol) = ~~~~~~~~~~~~ , Iusing Lemma 2. A double linearization. of ($)I 
leads to 
0 = (so1 > x11 Y YlO) f 601 T YlO > %I) + (YlO I %I 1 %I) i- (yzo f %I. 3 %I) 
+ @I1 ) YlO > sol> + (x11 > $01 T YlO) 
= (so1 7 x11 P YIO) + (Yro 9 so1 9 4 + 2(WOl)YlO . 
Because the Peirce decomposition is direct we conclude that (so1 , xl1 ) ylo) = 0, 
so &it ho , so1 , xll) + 2(x,,s,,)y,, = 0. However, 0 = (so1 9 xl1 , yxo) = 
(so~~ll)ylo . Now use of Lemma 3 implies ylo(sOixll) = 
(YlO , so1 , xrr) = 0, and, hence, 2(x,,s,,)y,, = 8. We have pro 
&~od%o = Q = (35’) 
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Let ,z,,r be an arbitrary element of Rsr . Then (~~&x~~ = (s,,r , xX1 , .z,&, 
using Lemma 2 and the definition. Note that (~~&x,,~ lies in R& C Ro,, + RI,,, 
so that (soI , xl1 , z&e = 0. But then (ii) implies 
(sole, x11 ) Sl) + b-01 J e, (xl1 y zol)) = solte, xl1 y zol) + (so1 , xl1 , ~~~~~ 
= 0 = (so1 , x11 , 201) - 601 J e7 ~01%)~ 
But then (so1 , xl1 , o1 x ) = (so1 , e, zolxll) = sol(zolxll) lies in RI, , because of 
Lemma 2 and the definition. Thus, (s,,rx&,,, lies in RI, . Now this combined 
with (37) and Lemma 2 leads to 
Next (soI , z,,, , xI1) = --sOI(z,,,~I,) lies in R,, , using Lemma 2 and the 
definition, while (so1 , soI , xI1) = --z,~(s,,,x,,) = (s,+&,~ lies in R,, , as a 
result of Lemma 2 and (38). Also (xrr , soI , s,,r) = (x~~s&,,~ - x~~(s~&, 
where (x~~s~~)z,,~ lies in RI1 as a result of Lemma 2, while --~~~(s,,~s,,r) lies
in Rio , as a consequence of the definition and Lemma 2. Then (xsr , xl1 , ssr) = 
(.zOI~ll)~OI - zOI(~ll~OI), where (zO&~,,r lies in R,, as a result of Lemma 2 
and the definition, whereas -B~~(x~~s~J lies in R,, , because of Lemma 2. 
Finally (xl1 , z,,r , s,J = --xll(xOr~OI) lies in RI,, , using Lemma 2 and the 
definition. A double linearization of (i) implies that 
By the directness of the Peirce decomposition, the R,, and Rll components 
of the equation must each be zero, so that ~~~~~~~~~~~ = 0 = xol(~ll~oI). Thus, 
t%lSodRol = 0 = Rod%Sod (39) 
Now (37), (39), and Lemma 2 suffice to prove that 
%So, c 8x0. (40) 
We observe that (woo , so1 ,ylo) = (woo~oJylo lies in Roe , because of 
the definition and Lemma 2, while (yIo ) soI, woo) = 0, for the same 
reasons. But then (so1 T WOO , ~10) = --so~(~oo~lo) lies in SolRol C Rio , 
while (soI , ylo , woo) = 0, by expansion, Lemma 2 and the definition. 
Finally (woo , yro , soI) = (eo,oyro)~oI = --sol(wooylo) lies in RIO , while 
(ylo , woo , soI) = -yro(woo~oI) lies in R,, . A double linearization of (i) 
leads to 
(woo > so1 T YlO> + (YlO 9 so1 > woo> + Go1 > %o > YlO) + (4Jl,YlO, qlo) 
+ (woo ,YlO 9 sod + (YlO r woo ? SOlI = 0. 
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e may use the directness of the Peirce decom~os~t~~n to conclude that 
~woo~ol~Ylo = Q = --2~o,(~,,Y,,) = -Y~Q(woo~*l). Thw 
as well as the directness of the Peirce decomposition, we note that 2(w~~~*~~~o~ 
lies in 1Q . Thus, 
(RooSodRo, C -4, . (42) 
ut at this point Lemma 2, (41) and (42) implyr 
RooSo, C So, . (4% 
Next (sol , xol ,x0) = (~ol~olho lies in 
Plies (esQl y x01 p x0) + h so1 , (zol y x0)) = 4sol , x01 ) x0) f h xoB 3 ~~~~~~~ = 
0 = +oi I xol , yIo), using Lemma 2. This, together with the preceding 
observation means (soIxO1)yIO lies in R,, , so that 
~S01R0&0 c ROl. 
Let ~ol~oa = alo + aoo . Then (so1 7 uol ,xol) = (5Q~~o~)~ol - ~ol(~~o + GJ = 
(so124o1)xol lies in R,, . Use of (ii) implies now that 
This implies 
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If we put together (44), (45) and the definition, we get 
SLllROl c &I . (46) 
Combining Lemma 2 with (3X), (40), (43), and (46) it follows that 
S,,,R C S, and RS,, C S. By reversing subscripts in the proof of the last 
two containments it can be seen that S,,R C S and RS,, C S. This suffices to 
make S an ideal of R. Moreover (so1 + s&s = sir + sols10 + slOsol + A-;,, = 0, 
using Lemma 2 and the definition. Thus S is nil. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5. R,, and R,, are alternative subvings of R, with no nilpotent 
elements other than zero. 
Proof. Select arbitrary elements xl1 , yrr in RI1 and xl0 in R,, . Then 
Lemma 2 implies that xllyll lies in R,, + R, . Let xllyll = a,, + am . 
From (ii) one obtains 
@xl1 y h , xlo) + (6 xl1 , (yll , zlo)) = 4x11 y xl I 30) + (e, YII , ~lo)~ll 
= (xl1 s x1 y 30) = e(+ , x1 , +J- 
Similarly 
(+e, 331 , x3 + (x11 J e, (331 , xlo)) = de, Yll t ,+J + (xl1 , yll , +& 
= (x11 > Yll t 30) = (xl1 f 351 9 +Je, 
so that (xrr , yXl , xra) belongs to Ii,, . Expanding we have 
b,, = (~11, x1 P %I> = (%lY 11 )z 10 - ~~YII~~~) = asi + ao+io + cl0 . 
Because of the directness of the Peirce decomposition we obtain bll = 0 = 
a,,x,, . Thus, 
(RI,, 4, > R,o) = 0, (47) 
and 
P,2l)OlRlO = 0. (48) 
Select arbitrary wol in R,, , and let aolwo, = cl0 + coo . Then (ii) implies 
@Jo1 Y x11 f Yll) + (e, WOl f (31 3 YllN = 4WOl > %l 7 Yd + (e, x11 > YlJWOl - 
Since x,,y,, + yllxll belongs to RI1 , the last equation may be rewritten as 
35 wol , wb) = 4wol T x11 y Yu) + (e, xl1 , ~~~~~~~ = -2e[wol(~llyll)] 
= -4w01h~Ydl + Cwh~woI - E4w51NwoI . 
Hence, 
0 = 4w0&0d + (~ll~ll)woI - [4~ll~dwol 
- 4wolall + woIaoIl + aolwol +allwOl - asOl = 4woIao,) + aolwol 
E --e(aolwol) + aOlwOl = -cl0 + cl0 + coo = coo . 
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ut then aOZwOl = cl0 , proving 
ma, RQ, c JLl . (4.9) 
Combining (48) (49) and the definition with Lemma 4, we see that 
(I?& C S = 0, so that I?& C R,, . By reversing subscripts in the proof 
one may establish similarly that Rf C I?,, . The hypothesis states that RI1 
and R,, have no nilpotent elements other than zero. But then using (iii) 
we see that I?,, and R,, are left alternative. Then it is known that left 
alternative rings without nilpotent elements must be alternative 131. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Rfo c R,, ) and R& c R,, . 
Proof. Let xu,yro = a,r + a,, . Using Lemma 2 we have (zro , xIO, zrr) = 0. 
But then a linearization of (i) implies 0 = (xl1 , xu, i XJ + (xl0 , zrr , xIO) = 
(zllxlo)xlo - xlo(xllxlo) = 2(x,,x,,fx,, ) using Lemma 2. Hence, 
GwlOhJ = 0. 
using Lemma 5. In particular we note that we have proved (zrr~~~)y~~ = 
- (+~&a = ko~loh . Thus> (an 7 ~10 2 ~sof = ~wd~m - ~~IOYKJ = 
e%0Y10)%. - %(%oY,o) = (aa, + %,b,, - 4% + 4 = %P% - %~01* 
Also 
G%l 7 a11 3 YIO) = --xlo(%Y,o) = (%Y,o) x10 = -((“laYlo) %I 
= --a,lz,, - u& ~ 
Note that (xl0 , xl0 y ylo) = --xlo@lo~lo) below to 
&,@,I + %d C R,oRo, = 
Because of (iii), (X r. , xX0 , yro) is a nilpotent element of R,, , hence, zero. 
Thus, 
(Xl0 3 x10 ,YlOI = 0 = 6% : %I >YOl). 
Next a linearization of (i) implies that 
(%I I a11 > YlO) = 4% > YlO ,%I) - CYlO !/ a11 I %I = Q 
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using expansion and Lemma 2. Then x = (xl0 + a,r , xl0 + al, , yrs) = 
2 - 2 aOl% - %a01 - aoPl1 - a11 - --all~Ol - all. Let -u,,a,, = b,, E Rio , 
and -a2 11 = bll E Rll . Note that (blo + hJ2 = bio + blob,, + bllblo + f& = 
WlO + b,2, = Cl0 + Cl1 . By virtue of (iii) x is nilpotent, so that eventually 
one gets dlo + d,, = 0. By the directness of the Peirce decomposition one 
obtains dro = 0 = d,, . Inductively, one can work backwards to 0 = err , 
so that Z& = 0, implying b,, = 0, using the hypothesis. But then -u$ = 0, 
so that all = 0, by hypothesis. We have shown xloylo = sol belongs to R,, . 
Thus, R;. C R,, . By reversing subscripts in the argument, it follows readily 
that R& CR,, . This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 7. R,,R,, = 0 = R,,R,, . 
Proof. As a result of Lemmas 2 and 6, 
(x01 9 31 > Yod = @Ol%l)YOl - xolhlYol) 
belongs to R,, + Roe , so that (xo3. , z,, , yol)e = 0. But then (ii) implies 
bole, 31 y YOI) + (x01 p e, (31 y Yod = x0&, 31 , Yod + (x01 , xl1 p Yo& = 0 = 
(x01 , zll , yol) - (x01 , e, Yol+) = (xO~~~l)yO~ - xol(~llyoJ - xol(Yol~ll)~ Con- 
sequently, xol(~ll~ol) = @ol.4~ol - ~ol(~ol~ll) E Go n Roe = 0, using 
Lemmas 2 and 6 and the directness of the Peirce decomposition. Thus, 
RO,(R1,R,,) = 0. Using Lemma 3, this implies (RllRol)Rol = 0. Because of 
Lemma 6 it is clear that S,, = {ylo E R,, 1 yloRo, = 0}, since yloRlo C Rol 
follows automatically. But then what we have just shown is that 
R,,R,, C S,, C S = 0. By reversing subscripts in the proof we are led to 
R,,R,, = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It is now time to revise Lemma 2 in view of the results we proved sub- 
sequently. 
THEOREM 3. The following table of subspuces holds in R. 
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The table is to be read as containment rather than epwzlity. l!!oreozler, xfO = 
0 = x& , and R,, , R,, aye alternative subrings, with no lzilpotent elements 
other than zero. 
ProoJ”. Lemmas 2, 5, 6, and 7 sufhce to establish the proof of this lemma. 
At this point the table looks just the way it would if we already knew R 
were alternative. From now on we can concentrate on proving the main 
theorem. We shall apply Theorem 3 without mentioning it specifically, 
whenever this seems appropriate. The proof of the main theorem now 
follows the one given by Humm-Kleinfeld [2] under similar circumstances. 
Thus, (x11, ~01, zlo) = 0, (yol I xl1 7 xlo> belongs to -ha f (xl1 y xl0 p Y& 
belongs to R,, . By a double linearization of (i), it follows that the sum 
of the last six associators is zero. Using the directness of the Peirce decom- 
position it follows that 
(YOl 7 x11 > %> = 0: (51) 
and 
ho 7 YOl T x11) + (x11 9 %2 > YOl) = 0. (52) 
Note that 
6% + 30 Y x11 + x10 7Yod = (x11 Y x11 3 YOJ + (x11 > 210 YYOd 
+ !%o > x11 f YOl) + c%l > x10 > YOI) 
= (Xl1 Y 30 ) YOl b 
Since (iii) implies that (xrr + xl0 , 11 x + xl0 , yoJ is nilpotent, we conclude 
that (xl1 ) xn, , yoI) is nilpotent. But (xl1 , zlo , yar) is an element of I?,, I) 
Hence, Theorem 3 implies that (xl1 , xl0 , yol) = 0. Now (52) applies, so that 
(x11 ) 210 ,YOl ) = 0 = (%o > YOl 7 %I). (5-3 
Thus all permutations of the associators in (53) and (51) are zero. 
reversing subscripts we obtain the same result for (zoo , xn,, yol) under all 
permutations. By expansion (xl1 , xl0 , yI1) = 0 -= (zIo , ynl , xrr). Combining 
this with (47) we discover that the associator (xl1 , yIr I zIo) remains zero 
under ail permutations of its elements. It also follows by expansion that 
(x11 7 Yoo 9 %l) = 0 = (Yoo Y x11 > %I> = @II 7 zll 7 yoo). This means that all 
permutations of the elements of the associator (xX1 , yoo I ,zII) result in 
associators which are zero. By reversing subscripts, the same is true of 
(xX1 ) yoo , zoo). Note that 
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by expansion. Then a double linearization of (i) leads to (yrr , xl0 , zoo) = 0. 
Hence, all six permutations of the elements of (xl0 , as,, , yrr) result in 
associators which are zero. By reversing subscripts, the same is true of 
(x01 > Yll P xs,J. When we have an associator, all of whose elements lie in 
RI, then we cannot always prove that the associator vanishes, since this 
does not hold for the Cayley numbers. But then all we are really interested 
in proving is the alternative law for every assoclator, which is to say that 
the associator does not change under even permutations, but changes sign 
under odd permutations. Whenever that happens, we shall say that the 
elements of the associator form an alternative triple. If we linearize (50) 
then it is clear that (xl0 , xl0 , yr,,) = -(+, , xl0 , yrs). Also using (ii) we 
obtain 
(exlo I x0 F x0) + (e, xl0 , (ylo T ylo N = 4x10 p 350 , Ylo) + (e, 350 , YIO~O 
= 0 = (x10 7 YlO 7 YlO 1. 
Linearizing the last identity we see that (xl0 , yro , ~3 = -(xl0 , xl0 , ylo). 
Thus suffices to prove that xl0 , yro , zro form an alternative triple since we 
have linearizations of (i) at our disposal. By reversing subscripts we also 
can show that xol , yor , xoI form an alternative triple. 
In the course of proving Lemma 6 we established the identities 
Hence, 
(~10Y10)~11 = %0(%1Y10) = (~11~10)Y10 . 
(31 9 x10 > YlO> = (~11%0)Y10 = (~10Y10)~11 = -(Y10~10)~11 = -(~**Y10)~10 
= 4x11 7 YlO 7 x10) = ho 9 YlO > 31) = -(Y10 ) x10 > 4 
= -Y10(%1~10) = (YlO 7 31 > 30) = -(%o ? 31 7 YlOk 
Thus, $10, ~10 > ~11 form an alternative triple. By reversing subscripts we 
obtain that x o1 , yol , zoo form an alternative triple. 
By expansion we observe that 
ho 7 YlO 9 201) = @10Y10)~01 = -(Y10~10)~01 = --x01(%0Y10) = ~01(Y10~10) 
= 4YlO 9 x10 ? x01) = @Ol , 310 3 YlO) = +01 9 YlO ) x10). 
Also (ii) implies that 
(%OWOl , x01 9 YlO) + ho 7 WOl P bo1 > YlON 
= ~lo(wol > x01 > YlO) + ho > x01 9 Ylo)wol = 03 
using the remarks following (53). But xlo(wol , xol , yro) = x~~[(w~~z~J~~~] = 
-(wor~ol)(~loylo), since three elements of R,, form an alternative triple. 
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But since three elements of R,, also form an alternative triple, we have 
-~wolxol)(%oYlo) = -bo1hoY1o)Iwo1 = (x01 T x10 3 YlObOl . 
have shown 
This proves that (zO1 , xl0 , ylo) + (xl0 , zol , ylO) belongs to A’,, = 0, Thq 
(ZOI P x10 p YIP) = 4~10 , xol , ylo) = (ylo , xol , xX0> 2nd so xl0 p ylo y xol form 
an alternative triple. By reversing subscripts, xol ) yeI ) xl0 also form an 
alternative triple. 
We see by expansion that (xl1 , yn , zol) = 0 = (Q ) sol , yli). Note that 
(ii) imphes 
But then (sOI , xl, , yr,) belongs to So, = 0. Thus, the associator (x0,, , xl1 l Yll) 
remains zero under all permutations of the elements. Reversing subscripts 
we obtain the same thing for (xl0 , xoo , yoo). 
By expansion we see that (z,, ) xol , xol) = 0. Then a ~~near~~at~o~ of (B) 
leads to 0 = (xol y xl1 p x04 + (x01 , xol , d = (~ol~ll~~ol - ~ol(~ol~l~) = 
2(~01~1&01. Thus, (xolx11)xol = 0 = xol(xolxlJ. Linearizing this last 
identity and utilizing the anticommutativity of rZ,, , we see that 
But a double linearization of (i) then implies 
(%l > x01 1 YOl 1 + 6% 2 YOl F x01) = 0. (55) 
Since we have shown that every three elements of .I?,, form an alternative 
triple, it follows that tol[(tolxn)yol] = yol[tol(tol~n)] = 
Therefore, linearizing the last identity we obtain 
~Ol[~~Ol%l)YOll = --‘ol[(~ol~l1)YOll = -r”&oI 9 %I 9 YOI). w9 
But then using (51) we have -~olbll(~olYol>1 = -(~*1~11)(~01Y01~ == 
~oIE~~oI%I)YoIl f so that 
~,,K~0&Y011 = --~01M~01Y01~1 = ~03.h 2 x01 :Yod (57) 
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Combining (56) and (57) we see that roI[(xol , xI1 , yol) + (xI1 , x,,~ ,y,,)] = 0. 
Consequently, (x,,~ , z,, , yoI) + (zII , x0, , ym) lies in S,, = 0. This last 
result when combined with (54) and (55) implies that xol , yol , xl1 form an 
alternative triple. By reversing subscripts this is also true of xl0 , yIO , x,,,, . 
We have now checked all possible combinations of associators having entries 
from each of the Rij and found the alternative law to hold. This proves 
in fact that R must be alternative. We have proved Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 4. A kg of characteristic not two which satisJes (i)-(iii) and 
has no proper nil ideals and which has an idempotent e such that there are no 
nilpotent elements in R,(e) and R,,(e) must be alternative. 
The main theorem, which we stated earlier, now follows readily from 
Theorem 4. 
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